ETST 198G – GROUP INTERNSHIP APPLICATION AND CONTRACT
DEPARTMENT OF ETHNIC STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE, CA 92521
(951) 827-1821

QUARTER: ___________ YEAR: ___________ *UNITS (1-12): ___________

PLEASE PRINT: Fill out top portion of the form ONLY! The lower portions are to be filled out by the Faculty Supervisor and the Placement Agency Supervisor.

Name: ___________________________ Major: ___________________________

Address __________________________ City __________________________ State ______ Zip ______ Home Phone ______

Prerequisite: upper-division standing; consent of instructor. On-campus and off-campus internship related to the interests of core ethnic group students on campus and in the community under the joint direction of an on-campus and off-campus supervisor and an Ethnic Studies faculty member. May be repeated for credit up to a total of 16 units. Internship may not be counted toward the upper-division electives in Ethnic Studies. *One unit will be credited per 1 hour of research and 2 hours of fieldwork completed.

TO BE COMPLETED BY FACULTY SUPERVISOR: ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS:

1. Regular Meetings: X
2. Bibliography Assignment: X
3. Paper and/or Journal: X

Comments: Staff writers meet individually with the editor outside of the class production plus an additional six (6) hours of typesetting.

TO BE COMPLETED BY AGENCY SUPERVISOR:

Placement Agency: Chicano Student Programs

229 Costa Hall, University of California, Riverside 92521 (951) 827-3821

Address __________________________ City __________________________ State ______ Zip ______ Business Phone ______

Supervisor: Estella Acuna, Director of Chicano Student Programs

Description of student's duties, training, requirements, etc: Plan and produce quarterly issue of an alternative Chicano newspaper. Become familiar with basic journalism skills which include writing, typesetting, and layout. Knowledge of issues concerning Raza Community is fundamental.

As part of the fieldwork program, I agree to provide this student with a position, supervision in that position, and the opportunity to experience and learn how this agency functions.

SIGNATURE OF SUPERVISOR: ___________________________ DATE: ___________

I agree to the above requirements and understand that class attendance is also required.

SIGNATURE OF STUDENT: ___________________________ DATE: ___________

SIGNATURE OF FACULTY SUPERVISOR: ___________________________ DATE: ___________

SIGNATURE OF CHAIR: ___________________________ DATE: ___________

Department (white copy), Agency Supervisor (goldenrod copy), Faculty Supervisor (yellow copy), Student (pink copy)

Revised 03/05